
is a produce bin system which combines 

the lightweight convenience of cardboard 

produce boxes with the durability and 

utility of plastic bins into one highly flexible, 

plant-based plastic bin. 

BIN BIN  is used for stocking, shipping and 

display, eliminating the need for cardboard 

boxes and elevating the aesthetics of a small 

food grocer’s display.
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USE & SYSTEM

Bin Bin is owned by small green grocers and distributed to their local produce farmers. The farmer utilizes the containers for both storage at the farm and transportation of produce back to the grocer. 

By using BIN BIN the need for new cardboard boxes each week is eliminated and  the store display is easily organized and made uniform, customizable, and beautiful. The stocked bins go directly onto 

the produce shelves as display while empty bins go back on the farmer’s truck for use at the farm, thus completing the exchange loop.



$

Bins are manufactured

from C2C materials

Grocers buy BIN BIN

and lend them to their 

local farmers for stocking. 

Farmers stock 

with produce

... and transports

the produce in 

BIN BIN

The retailer

receives their

produce order

Old, damages bins 

are recycled.

Empty Bins are given

to delivery drivers for

restocking

A mono-material product service system to elevate display and facilitate customization

...and uses BIN BIN

to store and display

produce



PRIORITIES - Outperform Cardboard DURABILITY | LIGHTWEIGHT | WATER RESISTANT

The MATERIAL

Ingeo
100% Renewable Content

Ingeo is a high-performance ThermoPlastic Copolyester (TPC) that offers a unique combination of flexibility, 

high temperature resistance and strength - plus excellent processing characteristics. Ingeo is made with 

100% renewable resources and it's versatility and durability as a plastic and fiber creates opportunities 

for integrated form and function in applications from facial masks to housewares. 

This elastomer can be pigmented any color. 

The surface of the molded resin has a soft touch, and it can be 2-part molded with a variety of other materials. 

Life cycle analysis of the product compared to standard co-polyesters shows up to a 50% reduction in GWP 

(global warming potential). Applications include automotive interiors and exteriors, sports equipment, 

consumer electronics, furniture and alternative energy applications.

REUTILIZATION SCORE of 100

Cardboard Boxes

Annually 600,000 tons of cardboard

boxes are send to landfills

Many produce boxes have a wax coating

which can take up to 50 years to break down

and cannot be recycled

VS Cardboard boxes are

produces

and purchased by

farmers who stock

and deliver them

to grocers who

empty them into

their own display bins

and throw the boxes

away




